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Snapshot

Snapshot surveys
Useful  data that is  hard to f ind out

Adding value
At a time of economic turbulence, generating profitable new busi-
ness and providing superior client service become vital to the
success of any professional firm.The August 2008 Snapshot survey
attracted responses from 223 marketers and managing partners
based in Europe, North America and Asia/Pacific.

The key finding of the survey is that there are huge opportunities
for marketers to get more involved in BD and client service activities
with the blessing of MPs. However, this requires leadership by
marketers, plus authority, focus, participation and an integrated
approach.

NEW BUSINESS:
Respondents felt that marketers should be most involved in identi-
fying and researching targets; profile raising; and making persuasive
pitches. However, massive differences were seen to exist between
current and ideal levels of extreme involvement by marketers in
these activities:

Differences as seen by
Activity Managing Partner Marketing Head Marketing team
Identifying and 
researching targets 37% 35% 32%
Profile raising 26% 17% 20%
Making persuasive
pitches 20% 27% 28%

CLIENT SERVICE:
Respondents felt that marketers should be most involved in encour-
aging an environment for client feedback; measuring client satisfac-
tion; and building and sustaining CRM systems. Once again, massive
differences were seen to exist between current and ideal levels of
extreme involvement by marketers in these activities:

Differences as seen by
Activity Managing Partner Marketing Head Marketing team
Encouraging an 
environment for 
client feedback 40% 43% 40%
Measuring client 
satisfaction 30% 40% 40%
Building and sustaining 
CRM systems 27% 42% 27%

LEADERSHIP:
One MP commented that marketers should be expected to take the
lead at market level for all of a firm’s activities, in close collaboration
with the rest of the leadership.As with BD and client service,
massive differences were seen by survey respondents to exist
between current and ideal levels of extreme involvement by

marketers in leadership activities:

Differences as seen by
Activity Managing Partner Marketing Head Marketing team
Building rapport 
with fee earners 34% 28% 66%
Influencing fee earners 26% 44% 54%
Contributing to 
management decisions 20% 52% 52%

Survey responses were also analysed by size of firm:
• In large firms (over 1,000 headcount), there is a major unfulfilled

demand by MPs for client satisfaction reviews, enhanced partner
BD skills and persuasive pitches with marketing not filling the gap;
more MPs say marketers should be involved in leadership issues
than at smaller firms; and junior marketers are more aligned with
the MP’s views than senior marketers.

• In medium sized firms (headcount from 250 to 1,000), less
marketers are involved in leadership and business development
compared with other sizes of firms; more marketers have low
expectations of marketing’s potential contribution across all
aspects of marketing; and MPs would like marketers to be more
involved in winning new business and client service than at other
sizes of firms.

• In small firms (up to 250 headcount), more marketers are
involved in leadership and informal aspects of client service than
at larger firms; junior marketers are most aligned with the MP’s
thinking compared with larger firms; and less marketing people
are active on the executive committee and in client satisfaction
reviews than at larger firms.

Quotes from MPs include:
“Marketers should add value in aligning client needs and expecta-
tions with our services, offers and communication.”
“Marketers have their fingers on the pulse of latest trends and as
such should be at the sharp end of the business interacting with
clients.”

Quotes from marketers include:
“If you ignore the value of marketing, you ignore the value of
customers.”
“Marketers can’t add value unless they are working closely with part-
ners/directors and tied to a business strategy.”
“The core of marketing is about keeping existing clients and finding
new ones – if marketing is focused on these objectives, it will be
adding value.”
“I see marketers applying process and then adding a creative
perspective to offer a unique solution.”

For more on this and other Snapshot surveys,
visit www.pmforum.co.uk/snapshot


